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Summary

Reid (2008) evaluated the extended ALMA configurations and their proposed variations in terms
of the uv coverage, PSF sidelobes, and imaging quality after deconvolution. Although reweighting
and deconvolution reduce the dependence of images on configuration details, at high signal to noise
ratios image quality is still limited by uv sampling gaps for the default configurations, even for 4 h
observations. Mark Holdaway’s March 2008 set of reoptimized Y configurations correct those gaps
at the cost of 3 new pads and 13 moved pads.
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Background

Spirals are the currently favored arrangements for interferometers, and are used for the inner 20
configurations of ALMA’s 12m antennas. The extended configurations, however, are geographically
constrained to be roughly Y shaped. The current plan for the most compact to intermediate Y
arrays produces uv coverage which is deficient relative to the high standard set by the other configurations, especially for snapshot observations. This is thought to stem from the practical difficulties
of transitioning from a spiral to a Y a few antennas at a time, and the fact that the Y arrays were
mainly optimized for the most extended array.
The antenna pads have not been constructed yet, but will be soon, so Mark Holdaway was
commissioned to produce better extended configurations if possible. He did so by reoptimizing the
pad positions for the most compact and intermediate Ys.
The most direct result of a configuration is its PSF, but what ultimately matters is its imaging
quality after applying optimized weighting and deconvolution. CASA’s simulator was used to “observe” an HII region in M31, Fig. 1. Ideally deconvolution would have been tested using simulated
observations of a large sample of potential targets for the Y configurations. For brevity only one
object was used in Reid’s report, but Lewis Knee simulated ALMA observations of a different source
in Knee (2008). The HII region is often used for imaging tests since it is reasonably complex without
including particular distractions such as a combination of extremely sharp and broad features.
These simulations were made for each of the default Y configurations (out21 to out28), the
modified Ys, and for comparison, the three largest spirals, out18 to out20. The Conway (spiral) pad
positions are believed to not require any significant adjustment. The ACA antennas are also not
included, since it is assumed that they will usually not be correlated with the Y configurations. To
ease comparing the configurations to each other, the input image was scaled to be 44 × as wide as
the FWHM major axis of each configuration’s PSF. For all of these extended configurations a single
pointing was enough to image the whole HII region.
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Figure 1: The M31 HII region input image.
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Variations on the Y arrays

Over the last year several variations on the Y arrays have been devised, which I will split into
2 groups. First came the “tweaked Ys”: MHnewY1 1, MHnewY2 1, RRnewY1 1, RRnewY1 2,
RRnewY1 2, sortofMHnew24, RR24, and MHnewYY9 2. They are described in Holdaway (2007)
and Reid (2007). Recently Mark Holdaway produced a more systematic set, the “reoptimized Ys”:
y-a14, y-b5, y-c5-24, and y-c5-26. They are described in Holdaway (2008). y-c5-24 and y-c5-26 not
really separate arrays - they are two different possibilities for the most extended array, with only one
changed position between them. out21-28, originally called Y1-8, are the “default Ys” or “standard
Ys” that are currently contracted to be built and described in Holdaway (2007).
Figs. 2 to 6 show, from left to right, the antenna positions, snapshot and 4 hour uv coverages
of the Y arrays for which variations have been devised. The arrays are nominally grouped by their
optimally weighted resolutions, and the uv coverages are for a source at −23◦ declination.
The financial cost of altering the configurations depends on the number of new pads that are
needed. Obviously there is a cost for additional pads from pouring concrete and laying cable, but
most of the changes call for moved pads, not additional ones. Table 1 shows my estimate of how
many moved and truly new pads the tweaked and reoptimized configurations would need. The
main source of uncertainty in it is that none of the tweaks or reoptimizations cover a whole run
through the equivalents of out21, out22, out23, ... to out28, making it difficult to be sure whether
or not a changed position for one configuration can be reused by another. The secondary source of
uncertainty is that the new positions have not been ground truthed, although they were constrained
by the same mask as the default Y configurations.
To help settle whether changed positions require new or moved pads I declare that all tweaks
should be reused; my plan is that if out21 is replaced by say, MHnewY1 1, the new out22 will use
for its inner pads MHnewY1 1, not the original out21. This fiat would save money, and I believe it
would also be an improvement for out22 and 23, without greatly affecting larger configurations.
Some seem to think that y-a, b, and c form a complete set of Ys on their own, but my feeling is
that ALMA will need 8 Y configurations, because of the logistics of moving the antennas if nothing
else. There would be 12 moves in going from out20 to y-a14, more than can foreseeably done in
a day. The interstitial arrays, corresponding to 21, 23-5, and 27, could, and probably would, be
formed by moving a few antennas at a time from 20 or y-(a, b, c) to the next configuration in 20
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Figure 2: out21 and one of its variants

Figure 3: out22 and y-a14
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Figure 4: out24 and one of its variants

Figure 5: out26 and y-b5
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Figure 6: out28 and its variants
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Configuration
out21
MHnewY1 1
MHnewY2 1
RRnewY1 1
RRnewY1 2
out22
y-a14
out24
sortofMHnew24
RR24
out26
y-b5
out28
MHnewYY9 2
y-c5-24
y-c5-26
Total for y-a, b, & c

Number of moved pads

Number of new pads

4
8
1
1

Number of changes
4
8
1
1
12

8
8

8
8
6*

12

12
7

13

3

16

* Could be lowered to 5.
Table 1: The number of moved and new pads required by the readjusted configurations. A moved
pad is a pad whose position is not among those of the default Y configurations, but renders one of
the default Y pads obsolete. A new pad means a new batch of concrete. The number of changes
is the sum of new and moved pads. Distinguishing new pads from moved pads is only possible for
entire sets of Y configurations, since the pads a configuration vacates may be needed by another
one. (Note that there is considerable sharing of pad changes within sets.)
and y-(a, b, c). In that case, used by Table 1, no changes or new pads are needed beyond those
required by y-(a, b, c) themselves.
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Imaging Quality

Traditionally the ALMA configurations have been evaluated using fidelity (Pety et al., 2001), since
it divides out the particulars of the input source. Unfortunately it is overly sensitive to division by
small numbers. Reid (2008) avoided that problem by comparing the configurations using their error
maps. The error map E is defined as
E =C −D

(1)

where C is the input image convolved with the CLEAN beam, and D is the deconvolved “observed”
image. An example is shown in Fig. 7.
The amplitude maps of the Fourier transforms of E are even more useful, since they show where
the configurations are failing (Figs. 8 to 11). They are weighted by the uv amplitudes of C (Fig. 12),
but it has a fairly evenly distributed set of spatial frequencies1 . Surprisingly, that azimuthal gaps
in a configuration tend to have a stronger effect on extended observations than snapshots! The
snapshots have uv gaps and errors scattered throughout, but the ones that remain after Earth
rotation synthesis strongly stand out.
1 The

amplitudes peak at short baselines, but that is the case with all complicated sources in Stokes I.
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Figure 7: The error maps of out26 and its variant for the M31 HII region, after CLEANing with
optimized weightings. Left: snapshots Right: 4 h tracks.
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Discussion

This abridged version of Reid (2008) has not included the investigation of optimized weighting, but
it needs to be mentioned here since it interacts with sensitivity. Weighting can greatly improve a
PSF for a small sensitivity loss, and the optimally weighted standard Y PSFs are nearly as good as
those of the reoptimized Ys. Reweighting can only act on visibilities that are present, however, so at
high signal to noise ratios imaging quality is ultimately limited by sampling gaps. Noisy images are
dirtier, making PSF shape more important than deconvolution limiting uv gaps, but it is precisely at
low signal to noise ratios when one is least willing to deviate from natural weighting. The reoptimized
Ys provide good PSFs and uv coverage with less need to reweight. The intermediate Ys benefitted
most from reoptimization, but reoptimization also corrected serious uv sampling gaps in out21 and
out22.
Since using the reoptimized Ys would entail many more moved pads than new ones, the cost
would probably be dominated by the positions of those pads, due to road construction and laying
cables. y-(a, b, c) have not been optimized for proximity to planned roads, but I think that is
entirely appropriate since all of the imaging benefit comes from placing antennas in places that are
out of the way, i.e. making the Ys as unYlike as possible with the geographical constraints. Small
scale adjustments, however, such as moving antennas on either side of the pipeline to be on the same
side, are probably harmless.
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Figure 9: The Fourier transformed error maps of out24 and its variants for the M31 HII region,
after CLEANing with optimized weightings. Left: snapshots. Right: 4 h observations. The u and v
scales are not quite the same for each plot.
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Figure 10: The Fourier transformed error maps of out26 and its variant for the M31 HII region,
after CLEANing with optimized weightings. Only the 4,h observations are shown since there is little
variation for the snapshots. The u and v scales are not quite the same for each plot.
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Figure 11: The Fourier transformed error maps of out28 and its variants for the M31 HII region,
after CLEANing with optimized weightings. Left: snapshots. Right: 4 h observations. The u and v
scales are not quite the same for each plot.
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Figure 12: The uv amplitudes of the M31 HII region input model (Fig. 1), after convolution with a
CLEAN beam.
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